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Abstract 

Cultivar discrimination on the basis of phenotypic traits is difficult  and has particular consequences 

in Cannabis .The necessity of preventing drug hemp cultivation on one hand, and the desirability of 

encouraging fiber hemp as a valuable alternative for crop rotation on the other, underlies the immediate need 

for a fast and reliable method to identify fiber and drug hemp types. Molecular fingerprinting using 

reproducible markers could be a reliable method to discriminate both cultivar types (fiber and drug), and 

could also be used to obtain estimates of phylogenetic relationships among differenttaxa.Fourteen samples of 

Cannabis sp. collected from roadside of National highway(NH-1, NH-65 and NH-73(A)) of Northern regions 

of India were used for the assessment of genetic diversity using 28 (ISSR) primers.Out of which 15 

primersgenerated152fragmentsof which132 werepolymorphic with an average of 10.14 bands per 

primer. Theamplified products varied in size from100 to 2700 bp. The PIC value ranges from 0.168 

to 0.433 with an average of 0.278.The size of amplified bands ranged from 0.168 (BH-04) to 0.433 

(KJ-15) with an average of 0.278 per primer. A total of 31 unique bands were generated using 14 

primers.Similarity coefficient value range from 0.17 to 0.67.Clustering of different accessions within groups 

mostly corroborates but partly contradicts, according to the collection area. The results obtained from our 

study can serve as a vital input to the conventional method of varietal identification, future germplasm 

management, and marker assisted selection to improve the efficiency of new cultivar development in future 

breeding programs. 
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1. Introduction 

The plant, Cannabis sativaL. (marijuana), is one of the oldest known domesticated plants and is cultivated 

throughout the world for psychoactive cannabinoids, durable fiber, and nutritious seed. Cannabis, like many 

organisms, is diploid, having a chromosome complement of 2n=20, although polyploid individuals have been 

artificially produced.The plant belongs to family Cannabaceaewhich includes three putative 

species, Cannabis sativa, Cannabis indica, and Cannabis ruderalis. The plant (Cannabis sativa)is thought to 

have originated in the central Asia region, and has since been distributed worldwide by humans who have 

cultivated the plant as a source of fibre, fodder, oils, medicines, and intoxicants for thousands of years 

(Mercuri et al., 2002).Cannabis is normally a dioecious, wind-pollinated, annual herb, although plants may 

live for more than a year in subtropical regions. Cannabis retains the ability to escape from cultivation and 

return to a weedy growth habit, and is considered to be only semi-domesticated (Bredemann et al., 1956).The 

genus is now distributed worldwide from the equator to about 60
0
 N latitude, and throughout much of the 

southern hemisphere. Leaves and inflorescences contain psychoactive compounds collectively deemed 

cannabinoids, with Δ
9
-tetrahydrocannabinolic acid (THC) being the most common (de Zeeuw et al., 1972). 

Drug varieties are typically characterised by elevated levels of THC (Pacifico et al., 2006). Cannabis, 

marijuana, and hemp are terms that are used interchangeably. However, Cannabis is the botanical genus of the 

plant and marijuana describes Cannabis plants that contain high Δ
9
- Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) content and 

are used for their psychoactive potency. Cannabis can be separated into psychoactive and non-psychoactive 

cultivars according to the ratio of Δ
9
-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the primary psychoactive agent, and 
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cannabidiol (CBD). Hemp is used to describe Cannabis plants that have low THC content and are cultivated 

for fiber. Therefore, there are two distinctive strains; one is generally cultivated for fiber (hemp) and the other 

for drug use (marijuana). Historically, there were generally three recognized varieties of Cannabis: C. sativa, 

C. indica, and C. ruderalis. For many years, botanists considered each of them to be a distinct species. 

However, most botanists now generally agree that Cannabis is a genus with a single highly variable species 

(C. sativa) that has diversified into a wide variety of ecotypes and cultivated races.There are three types of 

Cannabis used in India. The first, Bhang, consists of the leaves and plant tops of the marijuana plant. It is 

usually consumed as an infusion in beverage form, and varies in strength according to how much Cannabis is 

used in the preparation. The second, Ganja, consisting of the leaves and the plant tops, is smoked. The third, 

called Charas or Hashish, consists of the resinous buds and/or extracted resin from the leaves of the marijuana 

plant.The Cannabis market is the largest illicit drug market in terms of global spread of cultivation, volume of 

production and number of consumers. There are three main types of Cannabis products: herb (marijuana), 

resin (hashish) and oil (hash oil). Cannabis herb comprises the dried and crushed flower- heads and 

surrounding leaves. It often contains up to 5% THC. Sinsemilla, derived from the unfertilized female plant, 

can be much more potent, however. Cannabis resin can contain up to 20% THC. The most potent form of 

cannabis, however, is cannabis oil, derived from the concentrated resin extract. It may contain more than 60% 

THC. The high degree of polymorphism makes the molecular fingerprinting of hemp varieties and germplasm 

difficult; it is necessary to estimate, from statistical parameters derived from the molecular pattern, the degree 

of variation within each variety and accession and to compare it with the extent of variation between the 

different materials that are to be characterized (Mandolino and Ranalii, 2002).Characterization of Cannabis 

will be very much helpful in showing various interspecies and with- in species differences i.e. the plant 

diversity and also will help in authenticating the plant cultivar while showing any difference from high-

psychoactive component containing cultivars. ISSR is a technique offering the simplicity of RAPDs with an 

increased level of reproducibility. It involves PCR amplification of regions between adjacent, inversely 

oriented microsatellites using a single simple sequence repeat primer. Since it is simple, fast, cost-effective, 

highly discriminator and highly reliable, in recent studies it is widely applied in plant genetic analysis. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Plant Materials 

The  samples of cannabis plant used in present study were procured from roadside of different cities touching 

the National Highway (NH-1, NH-65 and NH-73(A)) of Northern India(Table-1). Different genotypes were 

selected and collected using recommended practices. All collected plant samples were identified from Botany 

Department of Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra. 

Table 1: A brief description of selected genotypes of Cannabis sativa, used in the investigation. 

Sr. No. Genotype Source 
1 CN01 Delhi  
2 CN02 Gurgaon 
3 CN03 Sonepat 
4 CN04 Panipat 
5 CN05 Karnal 
6 CN06 Kurukshetra 
7 CN07 Ambala 
8 CN08 Chandigarh  
9 CN09 Yamunanagar 
10 CN10 Saharanpur  
11 CN11 Haridwar 
12 CN12 Kaithal 
13 CN13 Hisar 
14 CN14 Fatehabad 
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2.2. Genomic DNA extraction 

Young leaves from plants were harvested frozen in liquid N2,lyophilized and ground to a fine powder.DNA 

was extracted according to the method of Doyle and Doyle,(1987)with minor modifications. These 

modifications includes incubation of 5 grams of ground leaves in 10 ml of 2% CTAB buffer for 30min at 50 

0C alongwith100mg/gm of PVP.All centrifugation were conducted at 5000rpm for 10 min.Rnases treatment 

was given for half an hour at 37
0
C to remove RNAcontamination. Phenolextraction was conducted three times 

to remove polysaccharides and polyphenols.DNA quality and quantity was estimated using spectrophotometer 

along with 1% agarose gel electrophoresis.  

2.3PCR amplification 

Optimization of PCR condition was achieved by applying variations in genomic DNA concentration (ng), 

deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTP’s), primer concentration (μM), MgCl2 conc. (mM), Tris-HCl (mM), 

Taq. buffer, Taq. polymerase (U/ μl ), annealing temperature (°C) and number of cycles of PCR. In brief, the 

optimized conditions for obtaining reproducible PCR amplifications using 15 different ISSR primers were as 

follows: 20 µl of reaction mixture containing 50 ng of template genomic DNA, 3 units (0.5 µl) of Taq.DNA 

polymerase, 0.75 mMdNTP’s mix, 0.75 µM of primer concentration, 1.5 µl of 10 X Taq.buffer (1.5 mM 

MgCl2 and 56.25 mMTris-HCl).The PCR was performed using a thermocycler,model.The conditions were 

standardized as follows: denaturation for 5 min at 94; followed by 30 cycles of 1 min at 94,2 min at 38-48
0
C 

for annealing depending upon melting temperature of different primers,2 min at 72
0
C and a final extension of 

2 min at 72
0
C. Twenty-eight primers(Table-2) were tested for their capability to assess genetic diversity 

among 14 accessions of Cannabis collected.The amplification products were size fractionated on 

1%(w/v)agarose gel. The gel image was seen under UV light/ UV gel documentation device after staining 

with ethidium bromide.Table 2: List of primers and their details, used in the study. 

S. No. Primer 

Code 
Primer sequence Bp Melting Temperature 

(Tm values in 
0
C) 

1 KJ-08 TGGATGGATGGATGGATGGA 20 52 

2 KJ-09 GACAGACAGACAGACA 16 43 

3 KJ-11 AGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAG 20 52 

4 KJ-12 AGGAGGAGGAGGAGGAGG 18 55 

5 KJ-13 AGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGG 21 54 

6 KJ-14 AGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGC 21 54 

7 KJ-15 AGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGT 21 52 

8 KJ-17 CTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTG 21 54 

9 KJ-18 CTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTT 21 52 
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10 KJ-19 CAGGCCCTTCCAGCACCCAC 20 60 

11 KJ-20 GAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAYG 18 48 

12 KJ-21 CACACACACACACACAA 17 45 

13 KJ-23 CACACACACACACACARG 18 48 

14 KJ-24 ACACACACACACACACYT 18 46 

15 KJ-26 TGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGRT 20 50 

16 KJ-29 CACACACACACACACAC 17 47 

17 BH-01 AGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAT 17 45 

18 BH-03 GAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAA 17 45 

19 BH-04 GAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAC 17 47 

20 BH-05 GAGAGAGAGAGAGAT 15 45 

21 BH-06 CTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTA 19 49 

22 BH-08 ACACACACACACACACT 17 45 

23 BH-09 CTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTRA 18 46 

24 BH-10 CTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTRC 18 48 

25 BH-11 CACACACACACACACARC 18 48 

26 BH-13 GATAGATGGACAGACA 16 38 

27 BH-14 GACAGACAGACAGACA 16 43 

28 BH-15 GGAGAGGAGAGGAGA 15 45 
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2.4 Statistical Data Analysis 

Data, fragment sizes of all amplification products estimated from gel by comparison with molecular weight  

marker ( Bangalore Genei, India.) were scored as discrete variables using ‘1’ to indicate presence and ‘0’ to 

indicate absence of a band. Banding pattern for each primer was scored simply by visual observations, where 

faint bands were neglected and only clear and distinct bands were scored. This 0/1 matrix was used to 

calculate the genetic similarity to estimate all pair-wise differences in the amplification product for all 

genotypes. The genetic associations between varieties were evaluated by calculating the Jaccard similarity 

coefficient. The scores were entered into a database program (Microsoft Excel) and compiled in a binary 

matrix for phenetic analysis using NTSYS-PC (Numerical Taxonomy and Multivariate Analysis) system. 

Jaccard’s similarity coefficient was calculated using Simqual subprogramme of NTSYS-PC and a dendrogram 

was constructed to study relatedness among 14 Cannabisaccessions produced by means of unweighted pair 

group method with arithematic average (UPGMA) analysis. Two dimensional and three dimensional principal 

component analysis was estimated by eigen value calculated using NTSYS-PC software.  

 

3. RESULTS 

 

3.1 ISSR markers and Genetic Profile 

The information on genetic diversity helps in choosing parents for generation of new varieties, needs 

continuous evaluation of germplasm for useful characters, which in earlier days was solely based on the 

available morphological data, but descriptions based on morphological data are fundamentally flawed in their 

ability to provide reliable information for the calculation of genetic distance. Advances in molecular biology 

have provided descriptors based on DNA markers. Rapid advancements in DNA-based marker techniques 

have proven to be powerful in genetic diversity estimation. These markers are highly heritable, available in 

high numbers, and often exhibit enough polymorphism to discriminate even closely related genotypes.ISSR 

markersoffer an advantage over both RAPD and morphological markers being reproducible and morein 

nature., as they work on DNA level.Considering this aspect ISSR markers were used to assess genetic 

diversity among 14 accessions of Cannabis plant collected from roadside of National highway intercept. 

Twenty eight ISSR primers with di-nucleotide repeats (15 to 21bp),all anchored at 3primeend were used for 

DNA amplification through PCR,out of which 15 primers responded to all the accessions.In ISSR profiling a 

total of 152 amplified products were generated of which 132(86.84%) were polymorphic with an average of 

10.14 bands per primer(Table-3).While 20(13.16%) resulted in monomorphism.Polymorphic bands are 

present in one or more but not all individuals while monomorphic are present in all accessions.ISSR 

amplification pattern obtained using differentprimer is illustrated in (Fig-1). All 15 primers used were 

polymorphic with a maximum (100%) percentage of polymorphism shown by primers KJ-11 KJ-12,KJ-14, 

KJ-18,BH-05, and BH-09,while a lowest polymorphism (60%) was shown by primerKJ-15and rest of the 

primers resulted in a range of polymorphism from 66.67% to 90.91% depicting a high level of polymorphism 

among collected accessions. In overall 86.68% polymorphism was observed among 14 collected samples. The 

size of amplified fragments ranged from 100 to 2700 bp.ISSR primers used for diversity analysis generated a 

minimum of 6 (primerKJ-14, BH-06) to a maximum of 15 (KJ-09) amplified products. ISSR data analysis 

showed that the Jaccard’s similarity coefficient ranged from 0.17 to 0.67 for Cannabis samples. The average 

similarity across all the genotypes was found to be 0.42 indicating a moderate level of genetic similarity 

among the genotypes. PCA produced the three dimensional scales among cannabis genotypes using jaccards 

similarity coefficient. The principal Eigen values greater than 1 were selected for interpretation.PIC values of 

15 ISSR primers ranged from 0.168 (BH-04) to 0.433 (KJ-15) with an average of 0.278 per primer. PIC well 

compliments its name as it provides an estimate of discriminating power of a locus by taking into account not 

only the number of alleles but also the frequency of alleles. 
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Table 3: Percent polymorphism in Cannabis sativa using 15 ISSR primers. 
S. 

No. 

Primer 

Code 

Primer Sequence No. of 

genotypes 

amplified 

Total 

bands 

Polymo

rphic 

bands 

Monomor

hpic bands 

Perecent 

poly 

morphism 

(%) 

1 KJ-09 GACAGACAGACAGACA 14 15 13 2 86.66 

2 KJ-11 AGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAG 14 9 9 0 100 

3 KJ-12 AGGAGGAGGAGGAGGAGG 14 10 10 0 100 

4 KJ-14 AGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAG

C 

14 6 6 0 100 

5 KJ-15 AGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAG

T 

14 10 6 4 60 

6 KJ-29 CACACACACACACACAC 14 12 10 2 83.34 

7 BH-03 GAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAA 14 11 10 1 90.91 

8 BH-04 GAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAC 14 10 8 2 80 

9 BH-05 GAGAGAGAGAGAGAT 14 11 11 0 100 

10 BH-06 CTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTA 14 6 4 2 66.67 

11 BH-08 ACACACACACACACACT 14 8 6 2 75 

12 BH-09 CTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTRA 13 9 9 0 100 

13 BH-11 CACACACACACACACARC 14 12 8 4 66.67 

14 BH-15 GGAGAGGAGAGGAGA 14 11 10 1 90.91 

15 KJ-18 CTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTT 13 12 12 0 100 

 

 
Figure 1: Banding profile of fourteen Cannabis genotypes using primer KJ-14. Lane marker contains ladder and 

lane 1-14 represents genotypes CN-01, CN-02, CN-03, CN-04, CN-05, CN-06, CN-07, CN-08, CN-09, CN-10, CN-

11, CN-12, CN-13, and CN-14 respectively. 
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3.2 Species Specific Alleles 

A total of 31 unique species specific alleles were observed among all accessions collected using 15 ISSR 

primers. Ten Primers(BH-03, BH-09, BH-11, BH-15, KJ-18, KJ-11, KJ-29, BH-08, KJ-12 and KJ-14)  

produced 2 or more unique alleles, while remaining  four produced only single unique allele.The molecular 

weight of amplified products produced by 15 primers ranged from 100 bp to  2700 bp. primer KJ-12 produced 

unique allele of largest molecular weight, i.e. 2700bp with CN-08(Chandigarh )genotype, whileprimer BH-03 

produced unique bands with minimum molecular weight, i.e. 100bp with CN-13(Hissar) genotype. Genotype 

CN-09(Yamunanagar), CN-01(Delhi), CN-05(Karnal) produced unique alleles with different primers, i.e. 4 

bands of unique band-length. It was followed by CN-02(Gurgaon), CN-10(Saharanpur) genotype producing 3 

bands of unique band length. Genotype CN-06(Kurukshetra), CN-08(Chandigarh), CN-11(Haridwaar), and 

CN-13(Hissar)produced 2 unique bands. Genotype CN-03(Sonepat), CN-04(Panipat), CN-07(Ambala), CN-

12(Kaithal) and CN-14 (Fatehabaad) produced 1 unique band.  

3.3 Cluster Pattern Analysis  

The similarity indices for different genotypes ranged from 0.17 to 0.67 indicating high genetic variability 

among the genotypes. Of the 14 samples analyzed, two samples, CN-02(Gurgaon) and CN-14(Fatehabad) 

displayed the maximum genetic similarity, with a 0.67similarity coefficient value. CN-08 (Chandigarh) & 

CN-13 (Hisar) were found to be most divergent and had a genetic similarity coefficient value of 0.17. The 

minimum genetic similarity coefficient value 0.17 was also shared between genotypes CN-05(Karnal), CN-

13(Hisar) and CN-11(Haridwar), CN-13(Hisar).The average similarity among all the genotypes was found to 

be 0.45. 

 

Fig2: Three dimensional principal component analysis of 14 genotypes of cannabis sativa using 15 ISSR 

primers. 
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The moderate similarity (45%) was observed between genotypes CN-02(Gurgaon) and CN-10(Saharanpur); 

CN-07(Ambala) and CN-12(Kaithal); CN-02(Gurgaon) and CN-07(Ambala);and CN-05(Karnal) and CN-

12(Kaithal).Values of genetic similarity coefficient showed that genotype CN-01(Delhi) is closely related to 

CN-07(Ambala) with a similarity coefficient value of 0.65 and Genotype CN-06(Kurukshetra) and CN-

14(Fatehabad) are related closely with similarity coefficient value of 0.52. Likewise, A very low similarity 

indices of 0.22 was shared between genotypes CN-09(Yamunanagar)& CN-10(Saharanpur); CN-

03(Sonepat)& CN-11(Haridwar); CN-03(Sonepat)& CN-05(Karnal); and CN-04(Panipat)& CN-13(Hisar).As 

per dendrogram, two main clusters formed at a similarity coefficient value of 0.45. Cluster I consisted of only 

genotype CN-05(Karnal) showing it to be genetically diversified from all other 13 genotypes. CN-05(Karnal) 

was genetically unique and outgrouped from rest of 13 genotypes at a similarity coefficient of 0.45. Cluster II 

consisted of all the other 13 genotypes. Cluster II was further divided into two sub- clusters at 0.49 simliarity 

coefficient. SubclusterI which diverse at similarity coefficient of 0.49 was occupied by single genotype CN-

11(Haridwar) showing low genetic similarity with remaining 12 genotypes. Subcluster II at similarity 

coefficient of 0.50 was divided into two sub-sub-clusters. Sub-sub-cluster II was diverged at similarity 

coefficient of 0.60 and occupied by two genotypes CN-04(Panipat) and CN-08(Chandigarh), showing 

similarity between these two genotypes. Sub-sub-cluster I further consisted of two sub-sub-cluster-groups at 

0.51 similarity coefficient. Group I diverged at similarity coefficient of 0.51 which is occupied by one 

genotype CN-13(Hisar), which indicates low similarity of this genotype with other members of its group. 

Group II diverged at similarity coefficient of 0.52 and again divided into two sub-sub-groups. Sub-sub-group-

I consisted of a genotype CN-10(Saharanpur) at similarity coefficient of 0.52, which is out grouped from sub-

sub-group-II at similarity coefficient of 0.56 that is occupied by other genotypes.Sub-sub-group II was firther 

divided into two groups namely sub-sub-group A and sub-sub-group B which diverged at similarity 

coefficient of 0.56. Sub-sub-group II A has been further diversified into two sub-groups at similarity 

coefficient of 0.60. Sub-group II was occupied by single genotype CN-09(Yamunanagar), which diverged at 

similarity coefficient of 0.60. Sub-group I was further divided into two branches at 0.64 similarity coefficient 

in which branch I consist of the genotype CN-06(Kurukshetra), which was out grouped from other genotypes 

at similarity coefficient of 0.64, showing low similarity of this genotype with other genotypes of the group. 

Branch II is occupied by two genotypes CN-02(Gurgaon) and CN-14(Fatehabad), which diverged at similarity 

coefficient of 0.75, showing maximum similarity between the two genotypes. Sub-sub-group B was divided 

into two sub-groups at similarity coefficient of 0.8. Sub-group I was occupied by two genotypes CN-01(Delhi) 

and CN-07 (Ambala) which were diverged at 0.70 similarity coefficient value. This value indicates the good 

similarity between the two genotypes. Sub-group II was further diverged at value of 0.60 similarity coefficient 

which was occupied by genotypes CN-03(Sonepat) and CN-12(Kaithal), showing a good similarity between 

the genotype(Fig-2). 

 

4. Discussion 

Cannabis sativa is an obligately outbreeding species, dioecious in nature. This mating system is probably 

responsible for the extremely high degree of variation found at both the intra- and the inter-genotypic level by 

ISSR analysis. Cultivar discrimination on the basis of phenotypic traits is difficult in most crops, but this has 

particular consequences in Cannabis. Molecular fingerprinting could be a reliable method to discriminate both 

cultivar types (fiber and drug), and could also be used to obtain estimates of phylogenetic relationships among 

taxa identified by different authors.In many countries, including India, possession and cultivation of Cannabis 

was either ceased or limited because of its potential use as a drug. When samples of suspect materials are 

recovered, they must be tested for the presence of controlled substances (e.g. marijuana). In addition to the 

identification of marijuana samples, it is desirable but difficult to link individual growers and distributors to 

specific illicit field and greenhouse operations. Molecular genetics may offer solution in identification and 

individualization via investigating the genetic relatedness between individuals/populations. Mendoza et al., 

(2009) individualize 98 Cannabis samples (14 hemp and 84 marijuana from 33 states of the USA by short 

tandem repeat multiplex system. Six STR markers were multiplexed into one reaction resulting in 29 alleles 

averaging 4.8 alleles per loci. Kojoma et al., (2002) used inter-simple-sequence repeats amplifications to 
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identify different samples of Cannabis sativa L. for forensic purposes. Chandra et al.,(2011)performed 

molecular analysis of randomly selected plants which were grown from synthetic seeds, by using 14 ISSR 

markers. Of the 14 primers tested, 9 produced 14 distinct and reproducible bands.Hakki et al., (2003) used 

RAPD and Amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLP) markers to fingerprint the 18 different 

Cannabis individuals from five different locations representing 3 geographical regions of Turkey. In another 

study using RAPD markers, it was reported that Cannabis samples seized from 29 different locations of 

Turkey were separated according to geographical regions (Pinarkara et al., 2009). Gillan et al., (1995) 

reported the differentiation of C. sativa samples with the use of RAPDs when HPLC analysis was inefficient 

.ISSR markers have higher reproducibility and informativeness than other marker systems using single 

arbitrary primers (Gradzielewska 2011).Therefore, the method can be useful for individualization of Cannabis 

samples in the developing countries that have very limited lab facilities but majority of Cannabis production 

occur. 

In the present study fourteen samples of Cannabis were taken from various regions of northern India and their 

fingerprinting was done with the help of different ISSR markers. For this DNA isolation and PCR conditions 

were standardized for all genotypes during present investigation and ISSRanalysis was carried out using 

twenty eight different  oligo nucleotide primers. CTAB was used at a concentration of 2% to remove various 

secondary metabolites from the DNA sample which otherwise would have hindered PCR reaction. Similar 

concentration was used by Doyle and Doyle, (1987); Ibrahim, (2011); Hatwal et al., (2011) and Abu-

Romman, (2011) in numerous medicinal plants such as Gasteriacroucheri, Erythrinahumeana, Calpurnia 

aurea, Salvia officinalisetc.DNA extracted was free from contaminants like polysaccharides, proteins 

and RNA. Similar type of standardization in several medicinal plants belonging to different genera viz. 

Vitexpubescens (Verbenaceae), Nerviliaaragoana (Orchidaceae), Gymnemasylvestre (Asclepiadeceae), W. 

somnifera (Solanaceae), Origanummajorana (Lamiaceae), Boswelliaserrata (Burseraceae), Saracaasoca 

(Caesalpiniaceae) and Gloriosasuperba (Liliaceae) by modifying CTAB protocol have  been reported by 

Padmalatha and Prasad (2006).The problems created by the presence of phenolic compounds can be reduced 

by the addition of 1% (or higher) polyvinylpyrollidine (PVP) in the initial isolation buffer, just before the 

incubation. PVP was used at a concentration of 100mg/ gm of leaf sample. PVP acted as strong reducing 

agent and removed tannins and other polyphenols, and in turn denatured proteins by breaking S-S disulphide 

bonds between cysteine residues.  

The number of markers detected by each primer depends on primer sequence and the extent of variation is 

genotype specific. Vaishaliet al., (2008) also got a comparable polymorphism of 86 per cent; 10 polymorphic 

products per primer for Buteamonospermaand an average of 12.08 bands per primer, was reported. Hakkiet 

al., (2007) reported the total number of bands scored in SET2(bulked samples of them) was 153, 86.9% of 

which were polymorphic. A total of 205 fragments were scored in SET1(single plant material), of which 192 

were polymorphic (93.7%).This degree of polymorphism is much greater than that obtained in this study.Arya 

et al., (2011) also contrasted the study as 71.17% polymorphism was present with an average of 9.25 bands 

per primer in Cassia occidentalis. Awasthiet al., (2004) employed six anchored primers in ISSR analysis, 4 of 

which generated 93 polymorphic markers with an average of 23.25 markers per primer. The average number 

of bands per primer is higher than that in present studies.Safari et al., (2013) used 15 ISSR primers in 

assessment of genetic diversity in Brassica napus genotypes. Mean polymorphism Information Content (PIC) 

was 0.350. All amplified alleles by 15 various ISSR markers, was 110 with average of 7.33 alleles per primer. 

Thenumber of produced bands by primers varied from 3 to 12 with size mean 239-923 bp.Moulin et al., 

(2012) employed 18 primers to reveal  genetic diversity among sweet potato landraces, which amplified 150 

bands, of which 145 were polymorphic and five were monomorphic. There was a mean of 8 polymorphic 

fragments per primer. This result is comparable to our present studies result. 

ISSR data analysis showed that the Jaccard’s similarity coefficient ranged from 0.17 to 0.67 for Cannabis 

samples. The average similarity across all the genotypes was found to be 0.42 indicating a moderate level of 

genetic similarity among the genotypes.The dendrogram formed with Jaccard’s similarity coefficient clustered 

all the Cannabis samples into 2 major clusters. One cluster grouping 13 genotypes together and the other out-

grouping CN-05 from the rest showing its high variation from the others. This showed how varieties with low 
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similarity coefficient values are generally wider apart in space, which may be due to their geographical 

location or genetic differences due to deletion, addition or substitution of base within the priming site 

sequence (Williams et al., 1990). Similarly, Muthusamyet al., (2008) reported pairwise similarity index values 

ranged from 0.608 and 0.862 and mean similarity index value was 0.729. 

 The PIC values are commonly used in genetics as a measure of polymorphism for a marker locus using 

linkage analysis and PIC is used to estimate the overall utility of each marker system. PIC provides an 

estimate of discriminating power of a marker. Kameli et al., (2013) used PIC values for analysis of diversity 

in satureja genus which ranged from 0.22- 0.36.Similarly in case of cannabis, PIC values of 15 ISSR primers 

ranged from 0.168 to 0.433, indicating high level of ploymorphism among cannabis genotypes. 

 

5.CONCLUSION 

In conclusion the ISSR marker technology is inexpensive, easy and satisfactory method to assess genetic 

relationship and evaluate genetic diversity among different accessions collected.that relies solely on 

morphological characters. The powerful capability of molecular technique to distinguish closely related 

varieties based on their ISSR patterns has been brought out by this study. On the basis of the findings of the 

present study, we can conclude that northern India is a good source of genetic variability, but still further 

studies in regards of patternof gene flow within and between population and its effects on reproductive and 

demographic processes is desirable. 
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